Résumé. 2014 
hexagonal, une discontinuité dans la variation de la mobilité des ions positifs en fonction de la température.
Abstract. 2014 We have studied the mobilities of positive and negative ions in solid helium 3 and 4, by measuring directly the time of flight in an electric field. These mobilities vary exponentially with inverse temperature, leading to an activation energy. In addition, we Consideration of the mobility -or, equivalently, the diffusion -of a probe in a substance involves three problems : the structure of the probe, the properties of the system of thermal excitations of the substance which governs its diffusion and the interaction between these two. Evidently it is not necessarily trivial to unravel unambiguously each aspect from the mobility measurements alone.
The case of the mobility of ions in liquid helium 4 provides a good illustration as well as a useful introduction to the solid (see e. g. the review article by Gamota [1] ). - The structure of ions of both signs in the liquid is now quite well established both by theory and by a wide variety of experiments (e. g. trapping in vortexes and at surfaces, photoconduction, effective mass). The positive ion surrounds itself with a ball of solid He of radius about 7 À held together by the polarization force, while the negative ion is an electron trapped in a bubble of radius about 12 A due to the balance between its kinetic energy of localization (it repels a He atom and so has its free electron mass) and the binding energy between atoms of the liquid (« surface tension »). Above the À-point the ions interact with the damped single particle excitations (Stokes law viscous regime) while below it they see the collective excitations -rotons and phononsand finally the residual dilute gas of 3 He impurity atoms. The forms of these excitations are now quite well known and the interaction between them and the bubble is the only missing link, to be derived from the mobility values. It is the temperature dependence of the mobility which tells us with which system of excitations the ion is interacting the most strongly (the most striking example being the activation energy behaviour reflecting the number of rotons excited, so providing a measurement of the roton gap).
Much less is known about ions in the solid. Cohen and Jortner [2] have proposed that the negative ion should have a similar structure to that in the liquid, but be somewhat smaller due to the p V compression (typically 9 Â). The positive ion presumably carries with it a localised deformation, but the idea of a local phase change no longer has much meaning. To our knowledge, no very specific models have been advanced. Quite a lot is already known about the excitations in solid He and they appear to be reasonably accounted for in terms of phonons and vacancies.
We might thus hope to identify the excitation system in strongest interaction and perhaps thereby see some of its properties ; information on the interaction itself is necessarily tied up with the ion structure, so that before being able to unvavel the two we would need to know more about this.
We find immediately an important difference between ionic diffusion in the solid and in the liquid over our range of measurements. In the liquid the starting point was a free particle whose movement is hindered by the excitations of the host whereas we find that in the solid the starting point seems to be a bound particle whose diffusion is activated by the For a given sample, when the temperature is lowered, the mobility first increases by a factor 2-3 at 0.1-0.2 K from the melting point, then it decreases exponentially (see Fig. 7 Fig. 7 ). Figure 8 shows the activation energies deduced from the exponential part of the curve log MT versus IIT. J+ varies almost linearly with molar volume, whereas J _ exhibits a sharp maximum.
The same qualitative features occur for Do (see Fig. 9 ).
3.5 HCP 3 HELIUM. - We have just started mobility measurements in this phase and we cannot yet give extensive results.
The variation of the positive ion mobility is still exponential, but, for a given sample, it passes through a discontinuity (of about a factor 2) when the tempe- Reich [20] . [20] .
rature is lowered (see Fig. 10 ). This discontinuity is crossed reversibly and whitout any visible relaxation time when the temperature is increased, and there is a small temperature area where two different mobilities coexist (see Fig. 11 ). [19] . The evidence for vacancies is rather more extensive in bcc 'He, due largely to their rather low énergies ; spin diffusion and relaxation [20] , excess specific heat [21] and lately mean lattice parameter [22] Shikin's suggestion of displacement by collision with vacancies is very appealing, but we do not think that it can be the most important mechanism. This mode is basically the same as that for the atomic diffusion of 3He where an encounter leads to a displacement of one nearest neighbour length a, whereas for a defect of dimension R &#x3E; a the step for the centre of charge must be rather less. Continuum theory [3] figure 8 we see that the activation energies for 3D + are the requisite 10 K as more higher than for 'D3, but that the pre-exponential factor is 10 to 100 times higher. For 3Dg the activation energies are again 10 K or so higher whereas we would expect the difference to be reduced to some 2 K due to the larger radius ; the pre-exponential factor is again 1-103 times higher.
We conclude that the contribution from bulk vacancies to the ion diffusion never dominates in the range of our measurements.
Surface diffusion [31] . We can also envisage that the surface atoms can be excited into the bubble at factor : h/is kO, and R N 2 a limits This is not compatible with the corresponding (negative ion) results. There are certain features of our data which may hint towards the mechanisms. On figure 13 we have plotted the pre-exponential factors against the activation energies normalized by 0, (the T = 0 extrapolation for 'He and the low temperature maximum for 3He [17] ). The left hand scale refers to 4He data (positive ions only) and the right hand scale to 3He data (both signs of ion). It will be noted that the right hand scale is shifted by a factor of five, but even considering this scale shift, it is rather remarkable that the points for all the data seem to lie very nearly on a single curve and one which seems to peak near 0 = Bp. It will be noted too that no excitation energy exceeds the edge of the phonon spectrum at -1.1 1 OD [14] , [19] . A 
